ENGAGEMENT – ENLIGHTENMENT – ENCOURAGEMENT

these are the three vital elements to successfully solve the current Climate Crisis.

‘i4one’ This is ENGAGEMENT.

Next, we need ENLIGHTENMENT. This is all wishing to solve the problem needing to learn about it. To do this we ALL have to pay attention and learn at the same time, en masse. This is done by a world educational ‘Day’ that everyone can join in with, because we all are ready to do so by knowing its date before it happens; and we do that by the date being in the World Day’s title! That new World Day has already been launched on 24th July 2023, because the critical learning day is yet to come on 24th July 2024 (24-7-24). Remember it! ‘Protect our planet, twenty-four seven’ DAY, that’s 24 - 7 – 24, the day of Climate Crisis ENLIGHTENMENT!

Finally, we need ENCOURAGEMENT. This is when we show how many of us are actually concerned and want to survive. To show how many of us want to live across the world and have a future. To show how many of us do NOT want to be the LAST LIVING HUMAN generation. That is what is at stake here! Realise it, before it is too late!

How do we show that mass concern? It is the ENCOURAGEMENT of the micro-protests. Something visual we can all join in with, easily and so visibly, LOCALLY and reproduceable WORLDWIDE, plus it has a clear visual message and demand. ‘Adopt’ your local traffic light or pelican crossing light. ‘Transform’ it into the simple message: STOP (red) THINK (amber) GREEN PLANET (green light). All across the world as UNITED HUMANITY. UNITED we stand, DIVIDED we die! As stark and as simple as that!! Billions of individuals UNITED in common cause. THAT is the SOLUTION! Join ‘i4one’ and plot your individual means of personal action to be part of united action together as one, as HUMANITY. WE CAN DO THIS. Do it now! Join ‘i4one’.

ENGAGEMENT – ENLIGHTENMENT – ENCOURAGEMENT these are the three vital elements to successfully solve the current Climate Crisis. ‘i4one’ This is ENGAGEMENT.

Next, we need ENLIGHTENMENT. This is all wishing to solve the problem needing to learn about it. To do this we ALL have to pay attention and learn at the same time, en masse. This is done by a world educational ‘Day’ that everyone can join in with, because we all are ready to do so by knowing its date before it happens; and we do that by the date being in the World Day’s title! That new World Day has already been launched on 24th July 2023, because the critical learning day is yet to come on 24th July 2024 (24-7-24). Remember it! ‘Protect our planet, twenty-four seven’ DAY, that’s 24 - 7 – 24, the day of Climate Crisis ENLIGHTENMENT!

Finally, we need ENCOURAGEMENT. This is when we show how many of us are actually concerned and want to survive. To show how many of us want to live across the world and have a future. To show how many of us do NOT want to be the LAST LIVING HUMAN generation. That is what is at stake here! Realise it, before it is too late!

How do we show that mass concern? It is the ENCOURAGEMENT of the micro-protests. Something visual we can all join in with, easily and so visibly, LOCALLY and reproduceable WORLDWIDE, plus it has a clear visual message and demand. ‘Adopt’ your local traffic light or pelican crossing light. ‘Transform’ it into the simple message: STOP (red) THINK (amber) GREEN PLANET (green light). All across the world as UNITED HUMANITY. UNITED we stand, DIVIDED we die! As stark and as simple as that!! Billions of individuals UNITED in common cause. THAT is the SOLUTION! Join ‘i4one’ and plot your individual means of personal action to be part of united action together as one, as HUMANITY. WE CAN DO THIS. Do it now! Join ‘i4one’.